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x 3\i diverges to +co.
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Then, for any sequence {6J, the infinite system of equations Σ an*,:•kl < ε and I a in | < ε/2 , provided m,n> N(e; i, k, I) .
We define the solution {x { } inductively along with positive integers M nm which will be defined whenever n is a positive integer and m is a nonnegative integer such that m ^ n. The ordered pairs (n, m) are ordered lexicographically, i.e., (n, m) < (n l9 mj if and only if either n < n u or w = n ± and m < m 1# The induction will be with respect to this order.
The following definitions will be used with m g n and i tSz n: 
Let us suppose that positive integers M nm have been defined for (n, m) ^ (s, ί), and ^ for i ^ JkΓ βί such that the following conditions are satisfied: such that (C) is satisfied for n -s, m = t + 1 and Λf βlt+1 -M. Let M s>i+1 be the smallest integer with the above property. It will be shown that conditions (A)-(D) hold for both subcases. Conditions (A) and (B) are evident. Condition (C) follows immediately from the construction above. Condition (D) is somewhat more difficult.
It will be shown first that (D) holds with i=t+l 9 n = s 9 m -ί + 1. We may suppose i ^ n -1, i.e., t + 1 ^ s -1. We have ( 7 ) δ ί+1>s>ί+1 -δ ί+1 , S)ί = 2/s 2 , 
Combining (1), (11) 
Putting (12) and (13) It remains to show the sequence {#J constructed in this way satisfies the infinite system of equations (1). However, this follows from the fact that {xj satisfies condition (D).
2* Systems with finitely many equations* The extension of Theorem 1 to systems with finitely many equations is accomplished by producing an infinite system which can be treated by Theorem 1 and which is equivalent to the given finite system. 
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The hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied, and therefore the system (19) has a solution {?,-}. Then x 5 -ξ T{j)y j -1, 2, , is a solution of (18).
COROLLARY.

The system (1), with arbitrary right hand sides, has a unimodular solution if and only if every finite subsystem of (1), with arbitrary right hand sides has a unimodular solution.
A system of nondenumerably many equations of the type described in Theorem 1 will never have unimodular solutions for all possible right hand sides, because the number of ways in which the right hand sides could be prescribed would have cardinality greater than C, whereas the cardinality of all unimodular sequences, For any sequence {&<} of extended real numbers we may take U" as follows:
By applying the lemma for each n to {U*} 0 < i < ©o ? we find that there exists a monotone increasing sequence of positive integers {S k } such that (23) Σ dijXj eU* for i^k .
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From (22), it now follows that we have Sk lim 2 ^i^i = δ^ for every i > 0 .
In summary, this proves the following: Proof. We must find sequences {x jk ι), l^i< ^o, 0 ίg & < co, 1 fg I < °°, such that conditions (1), (2) and (3) of Theorem 1 are fulfilled.
k -0. First we show that by putting x joι -1, the conditions are satisfied for k -0. Condition (3) is fulfilled vacuously and condition (1) is trivial.
It will be shown that condition (2) 
